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Impact of Seismic Surveys on Fish Behaviour

Introduction
If the existing moratorium was lifted, in either 2000 or 2012, and Georges Bank was
opened to petroleum exploration, the first offshore work (following necessary
assessments and regulatory approvals) would be a seismic survey. It would involve a
specialized vessel, towing an array of air guns and hydrophone streamers while steaming
slowly along a series of pre-defined lines. The air guns would create extremely loud
sounds (loud enough to kill marine animals within a few metres of the source1) while the
hydrophones detected echoes off structures in the bedrock far below. Further such
surveys, initially wide-area “2-D” surveys and then increasingly-intensive “3-D” ones
would follow as potential drilling sites were selected and delimited. If the petroleum
industry should ever proceed to oil or gas production on Georges Bank or elsewhere in
the present Moratorium Lands, these seismic surveys would likely continue until the last
well was drilled (and maybe beyond, until any expectation of drilling another was
abandoned). Seismic surveys and the intense sound energy that they emit into the
acoustic environment of the sea are integral parts of all phases of offshore petroleum
activity2.
That acoustic environment is a vital aspect of marine ecosystems. The notion of “The
Silent Sea” was born of the limited hearing abilities of human divers. In reality, with the
limitations imposed on vision by relatively-opaque water, many marine animals use
sound (including infra-sound and sometimes ultra-sound) to sense their environment and
often to communicate with one another. They live in a “sonic” world to a degree that is
hard for humans to comprehend. Substantial modifications to the ambient sound fields
around them can therefore be expected to have significant impacts on all aspects of their
behaviour.
1

Modern seismic surveys using air guns do not, however, have the serious lethal impacts that the older
technology of water guns or, earlier still, of explosives.
2
In an earlier presentation to the Review Panel, Mr. Kevin Williams (Chevron Canada Resources)
explained that modern 3-D seismic survey technology allows substantially more data to be collected per
kilometre of survey line shot. What he did not add is that a three-dimensional understanding of geology
requires vastly greater quantities of data, such that (despite the increased efficiency), 3-D surveys require
much more closely spaced seismic lines (on the order of one hundred to a few hundred metres apart) than
2-D surveys did. Without doubt, a 3-D seismic survey has a far greater impact on its area of operations
than a 2-D survey does, though that area (per day of survey time) is smaller.
Mr. Williams also referred to the use of lower air pressures than were formerly used in air guns (2,000
versus 4,000 p.s.i.). That will provide an admirable increase in safety for the crew of a seismic ship and
may reduce the, already minimal, lethal range of the emitted sound. However, the behavioural impacts that
are the topic of this document depend on the sound intensity in the far field, not on the pressure of the air
used in the air guns – while the source level of that sound is controlled by gun volume as well as the
pressure used. Thus, reducing the pressure may have done nothing to mitigate the only major impacts of
seismic surveys. Even if the source levels themselves were reduced by half, that would only be a reduction
of 6 dB. At the ranges where the extent of behavioural impacts must be evaluated and seismic sound begins
to be masked by ambient noise, the level of the latter varies by far more than 6 dB between calm days and
those with storms. Although field data are lacking, there is every reason to suppose that the sensitivity to
sound, by individual fish, also varies by more than this from day to day. A halving of air-gun pressures,
therefore, although an improvement in technology, will not do anything to significantly reduce behavioural
impacts on fish.
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Fishermen have long been aware of this and many have been concerned about the
potential for adverse effects on both fish and fishing from the extreme sound intensities
radiated by seismic surveys (Chamberlain 1991). While opinions and experiences
naturally vary, Norwegian groundfish fishermen (who have long experience with the
offshore petroleum industry) apparently claim a 50% reduction in their catch rates when
a seismic vessel is “shooting” nearby (Engås et al. 1996)3. With the recent expansion in
petroleum activity on the Scotian Shelf and the possibility of surveys being run across
Georges Bank, many Nova Scotian fishermen are concerned that they will experience
similar impacts.
In 1998, a group of offshore petroleum companies filed a Class Assessment with the
Canada/Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board (CNSOPB) covering 2-D and 3-D
seismic surveys on the Scotian Shelf. The assessment document (Davis et al. 1998) has
been accepted by the Board and others as the current statement of the environmental
effects of such surveys. Its authors, on behalf of the Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers, have now submitted a (slightly modified) summary to the Review Panel
(Davis & Thomson 1999). Davis et al.’s report is exceptionally well prepared, in most
aspects, and the confidence placed in it is not unjustified. In particular, it deals clearly
and competently with acoustic theory, seismic survey techniques and technology,
modelling of sound propagation in the waters around Sable Island, the Valued Ecosystem
Components of the Scotian Shelf and the lack of major acutely-lethal impacts on marine
organisms4. Even the potential impacts of seismic-survey sound on marine mammal
behaviour are considered at some length. However, Davis et al.’s (1998) treatment of
behavioural impacts on fish (with consequential impacts on both fish resource production
and the fisheries) led to a seriously misleading conclusion.
The present document is not a substitute for Davis et al.’s (1998) work or its recent
summary (Davis & Thomson 1999). Rather, all of their extensive description is accepted
as a starting point and this document seeks to only deal with the behavioural impacts on
fish of seismic surveys, with particular reference to Georges Bank, which differs in subtle
but important ways from the areas around Sable Island. My examination of these issues
leads to the conclusion that seismic surveys would cause significant and unacceptable
impacts on the Georges fisheries, if not also on the fish, despite any mitigation efforts
that might be made.

3

It may be noted that the oft-claimed “co-existence” of the petroleum and fishing industries in the North
and Norwegian seas is a form of co-habitation in which one industry is seen as routinely, if locally,
reducing the production of the other by one half.
4
Davis et al.’s (1998) treatment of these acutely-lethal impacts contains some errors, including two major
quantitative mistakes which fortunately cancel out (see the appendix to this document). Their overall
conclusion of no significant loss through lethal insonification of the water column remains probable but a
major seismic survey on Georges Bank could result in significant loss of one or more species.
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Impacts on Fish Behaviour and the Fisheries
Having correctly determined that seismic surveys pose little risk of significant acutelylethal impacts on fish populations, Davis et al. (1998) devoted only four pages to the
evidence for effects on fish behaviour and hence on the fisheries (pp. 96-100). From that
brief overview, they suggested that there was some contradiction among the available
research results, a theme also presented by Davis and Thomson (1999) and strongly
emphasized by Dr. Davis in his verbal presentation to the Review Panel – in which he
spoke of agreement among all studies except for one that he described as an “outlier”.
That one study, comprehensively documented by Engås et al. (1993a, b, 1996), was the
sole full-scale experiment into the behavioural effects of seismic surveys on fish that has
yet completed. It certainly produced data that were a surprize to all, not least its designers
and the petroleum companies that sponsored it. However, in retrospect, its results are
fully consistent with those of the handful of other published studies, as Engås et al.
(1993b) have already shown. By rejecting these new results in favour of those of a
number of small, preliminary studies, Davis et al. (1998) concluded that the impacts of a
seismic survey on fish catch outside the exclusion zone around the survey vessel would
be “minor, sub-local, short-term” and thus non-significant5. In reality, the available
evidence suggests that those effects, at least in the case of surveys on Georges Bank,
would be “moderate” and “local” [by Davis et al.’s (1998) definitions, accepted by the
CNSOPB] and thus very much significant. To understand this different interpretation of
the available evidence, however, it is necessary to examine the scientific literature rather
closely.
The Scientific Evidence
To date, despite all of the attention given to other aspects of the offshore petroleum
industry, only two research programs have applied proper scientific standards to studies
of the impacts of seismic surveys using air guns on commercial fish resources and the
fisheries they support. One of those studies was conducted off the Californian coast in
1986 and the other in Norwegian waters from 1984 to 1992. There are, in addition, a few
anecdotal observations recorded in the scientific literature, of which some brief notes by
Chapman and Hawkins (1969) are of passing interest, having been cited by Davis et al.
(1998) and by Davis and Thomson (1999). That appears to be the sum total of the
available scientific evidence.
There have, of course, been a number of contractor’s studies which have produced
limited-circulation reports that are not generally available for scrutiny6. While the work
5

A conclusion, it might be noted, that not only required the rejection of a scientifically-designed and fullyexecuted experiment in favour of the results of much less well-founded work but also involved acceptance
of a non-conservative option, in direct contradiction of the precautionary principle. Furthermore, even
Dalen and Knutsen’s (1987) study, which produced the results that contrast most strongly with those of
Engås et al. (1993a, b, 1996), showed fish moving a few kilometres outside the seismic-survey area and
thus far beyond any exclusion zone.
6
e.g.: Dalen & Knutsen (1987) cite a 1973 report by Dalen, Engås et al. (1996) cite another by Dalen and
Raknes from 1985, Pearson et al. (1996) cite both a 1985 one by Greene and another from 1986 by Malme
et al., while Davis et al. (1998) cite a 1994 report by Turnpenny & Nedwell.
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undertaken in those studies may have been impeccable, there are sufficient deviations
between data and conclusions in even the best scientific work that results cannot be relied
upon (and cannot be considered “scientific”) until the methods used to obtain them are
open for examination. Thus, no unpublished studies are used here.
Californian Program
The extensive and long-term activity off California by the petroleum industry apparently
fuelled concerns that seismic survey sound was affecting the commercial hook-and-line
fishery for rockfish (Sebastes spp.). That concern led, in 1986, to a field research
program, with two principal experiments, which was later reported by Pearson et al.
(1992) and Skalski et al. (1992)7.
In the first experiment (see Pearson et al. 1992), rockfish were captured and transferred
to a net enclosure (3.6 m deep and less than 5 m across, moored in 14 m of water) in
Morro Bay. A single air gun was then used to generate sound, the intensities of which
were measured by a hydrophone near the enclosure. The behaviour of the captive fish
was monitored visually while the air gun was towed closer to or further from the site.
The observed behavioural responses differed between species (five were tested in all) and
with the intensity of the air-gun sound. The lowest-level response, “eddying behaviour”,
was estimated to begin at an intensity of 154 dB0-P re 1 µPa. [For comparison, that is
about 100 dB below the source level of a typical seismic-survey air-gun array. On the
Scotian Shelf, air-gun sounds lose 100 dB in travelling some tens of kilometres (Davis et
al. 1998).] In their discussion of this work, Davis et al. (1998) stressed the higher figure
of 180 dB [equivalent to a range of some 5 km from a seismic survey vessel on the
Scotian Shelf] as the threshold level reported by Pearson et al. (1992) and suggested that
161 dB was “an extrapolated threshold [...] for subtle changes in the behaviour of
rockfish”8. That perspective on the results was drawn from Pearson et al.’s (1992) own
discussion of their work but, in the body of their paper, they reported making
observations at sound intensities below 140 dB – such that the above thresholds are
interpolated, not extrapolated, results. More importantly, the “161 dB” was an average of
the estimated thresholds for three different behaviours – changes in depth, “milling” and
“eddying”, with only the latter being estimated to begin below 155 dB. It is not clear how
an average of three different phenomena can be meaningful nor why an impact on fish
behaviour of sufficient magnitude to cause visible changes in swimming depth or
“eddying” should not constitute a “behavioural impact”. Thus the 154 dB0-P re 1 µPa
intensity, with its implication of behavioural effects extending to tens of kilometres from
a seismic-survey vessel, remains the key result from Pearson et al.’s (1992) work.

7

Pearson et al. also produced an unpublished contract report on this work in 1987.
Davis et al. (1998) also claimed that Pearson et al.’s (1992) fish returned to pre-exposure behaviour
within an hour. The source of that information is not clear. Its relevance is, in any case, questionable as the
experiment used only short periods of “shooting” that are likely to have had different temporal effects to
those of a full-scale seismic survey.

8
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Skalski et al. (1992) reported on the second experiment in this program. Groundfish
longlines were set after an air gun was either fired or not in the near vicinity – while the
experimental protocol was carefully designed (complete with “mock emissions”
accompanied by release of bubbles) such that the only difference between the two
treatments was the actual firing, or otherwise, of the gun. That protocol also ensured a
sound intensity at the base of the rockfish aggregations of around 190 dB [roughly
equivalent to that at a 5 km range from a full-scale seismic survey on the Scotian Shelf].
The experiment was sufficiently replicated to give an 85% chance of detecting a halving
in catch rates (if such should occur) with a 10% chance of falsely “detecting” a reduction
in that rate if none actually occurred.
Comparing the catches when the air gun fired with those when it did not showed that the
sound reduced the rockfish catch rate by a little over 50%: a highly statisticallysignificant result (Skalski et al. 1992). This reduction was presumably due to a
behavioural change (in effect, a reluctance to take the hooks) and may not have involved
any movement of the fish away from the study areas.
The two experiments of this small research program established beyond reasonable doubt
that a seismic survey can have marked effects on both fish behaviour and commercial
catch rates (though only hook-and-line fishing was tested). For Californian rockfish and
extrapolating to the source levels of full-scale seismic surveys, from that of the single
gun used in the experiments, those effects appear very substantial at ranges around 5 km
from the survey vessel and potentially detectable ten times as far away. Such an
extrapolation is not beyond question, however, as the characteristics of air-gun sounds, as
well as their intensity, change with distance from the source (cf. Skalski et al. 1992).
Perhaps more importantly, fish species differ in hearing ability and likely responses to
loud noises. The Sebastinid rockfishes do not have any specialized adaptations for
improved hearing equivalent to those of Clupeoids and Cyprinids, though they do have
extrinsic gasbladder muscles that apparently serve for sound production and may assist in
its reception also (Hallacher 1974). Their ability to detect and respond to underwater
sound is probably little different to those of many other marine bottom fishes but that
cannot be certain. Thus, other species might show more or less response.
The inshore Californian rockfishes are less typical in their spatial behaviour, in as much
as they show very high fidelity to small home ranges. A movement of as much as a few
kilometres can be a long excursion for these fish (Love 1980, 1981) and one closelyrelated rockfish species, when transported away from its capture site, has been known to
swim home from as far away as 22 km (Carlson & Haight 1972). While the interactions
between such immobility and the behavioural effects of seismic-survey sound can only
be a matter for conjecture, one might suppose that extensive movement away from a
disturbance is not an option within the behavioural repertoire of a territorial Sebastinid
rockfish, whereas that might well be the preferred option for a highly-migratory fish such
as a cod of the Arcto-Norwegian stock. Thus, it should not be surprizing if a particular
sound level causes the one to avoid baited hooks and show altered behaviour but induces
the other to undertake lengthy movements.
-6-
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Norwegian Program
Norwegian research into the behavioural effects of seismic-survey sound began by the
early 1970s but the first properly-reported study was conducted in the North Sea in 1984
(Dalen & Knutsen 1987). It involved fish surveys immediately ahead of and immediately
following a vessel running a full-scale seismic survey, as well as some wider-ranging
fish-survey work around the area of the seismic shooting. Following that initial
examination of effects on fish behaviour, attention moved to impacts on commercial
fishing success. Some records of catches by individual vessels fishing near seismicsurvey operations off northern Norway in 1989, 1990 and 1991 were examined and found
to show marked reductions in catch rates within a few kilometres of the air guns
(Løkkeborg 1991; Løkkeborg & Soldal 1993; Soldal & Løkkeborg 1993). Building on
those experiences and explicitly recognizing the weakness of the earlier studies, in 1992
the Norwegian team undertook the only scientifically-designed study yet attempted of the
impacts on groundfish behaviour of a full-scale seismic survey, using a study site in the
Barents Sea (Engås et al. 1993a, b, c, 1996). Following conventional understanding, the
detectable effects were then expected to extend over a few kilometres and a number of
days. In the event, they proved much more extensive, such that even this experiment was
not able to properly document the scale of the impacted time and area.
This final experiment was extremely expensive and was only made possible by funding
from the Norwegian National Society for the Oil Industry, Ministry of Petroleum and
Petroleum Directorate (Engås et al. 1996). Further experiments, which are obviously
needed to extend and confirm the results of the 1992 work, have not been conducted,
apparently due to a lack of support by the funding bodies.
North Sea Study 1984
The 1984 study was intended to comprise four types of measurement but only three were
carried through (Dalen & Knutsen 1987). In the first, a research vessel, using an echosounder and an echo-integrator (a device for remotely counting fish biomass), ran the
survey lines ahead of and again behind a seismic vessel that was conducting a 3-D
survey. (The study site ranged from 100 to 300 metres deep, resulting in sound intensities
at the seabed of 200 to 210 dB0-P re 1 µPa.) The echo traces of fish were divided into
three classes: demersals (cod, haddock, pollock, cusk and others9), blue whiting
(Micromesistius poutassou – a relative of cod and haddock but, in habit, more similar to
silver hake) and small pelagics (mostly non-commercial species). All showed a reduction
in average abundance with the passage of the seismic vessel, pelagic echo strength
dropping 13%, demersal 36% and that of blue whiting 54%. However, there was the
usual degree of variability in the data and only the reduction in demersal echo strength
was deemed statistically significant (Dalen & Knutsen 1987). That was in any case a

9

Canadian common names are used here, in preference to the ones employed in Europe for the same
species.
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marginal significance that would have disappeared if the Bonferroni Procedure had been
applied, as it should have been10.
If they moved at all, the blue whiting and the small pelagics can only have swum
sideways, avoiding the survey vessels. The demersal fish, in contrast, may have dived,
perhaps seeking the safety of the bottom, until they were in the “dead zone” where they a
fish is undetectable by a sounder11. Dalen & Knutsen (1987) had planned to do some
(non-quantitative) trawl fishing in order to obtain samples of the fish for identification of
the species and sizes represented by the echoes detected by their acoustics – a common
technique used in acoustic surveys of fish biomass. In the event, they only made three
such tows, all on the same seismic-survey line, one of the three being ahead of the
seismic vessel and the other two behind it. The catches in the two post-shooting trawls
were, respectively, 34% and 290% greater than that in the sole pre-shooting catch. Dalen
& Knutsen (1987) make much of those numbers, using them as evidence that the
demersal fish did not disperse away from the survey vessel but only dived to the bottom.
Others have since repeated that interpretation (e.g. Davis et al. 1998; Davis & Thomson
199912). In reality, individual trawl catches are so variable, even on the same ground, that
nothing can be learnt from comparing one “poor” catch with a couple of “good” ones. It
is not at all improbable that the fish did dive towards the bottom when disturbed by the
seismic survey sound – that is common fish behaviour and was observed, as an increased
swimming depth, in Pearson et al.’s (1992) rockfish. If the cod did so, otter trawl catch
rates would have been temporarily elevated. However, it remains equally probable that
the apparent (but not statistically significant) reduction in demersal echo strength was
primarily caused by the fish moving sideways, away from the survey tracks, and that
chance effects in the trawling prevented direct detection of that movement. Indeed, given
the limited depth of the “dead zone”, the latter seems the more probable explanation13.
The remainder of this project involved the mapping of fish distributions over a wider
area, including the seismic-survey site but also extending beyond it, both before and after
six days of shooting (rather than before and after each line). The seismic survey covered
a block of about 12 by 20 km, while the fish surveys extended to some 30 km beyond.
10

Davis and Thomson (1999) emphasize this lack of a significant change in echo-integrator results, as a
contrast to the results of Engås et al. (1996). Without estimates of statistical power, however, it may be
supposed that Dalen and Knutsen (1987) had the all-to-common experience, in field research, of a Type II
Error. Their absence of statistical evidence of fish movement cannot be taken as evidence of an absence of
such movement, particularly in the face of substantial reductions in average echo strength. The likely
(though undocumented) lack of statistical power is most certainly not a valid reason to suggest any conflict
between the results of Dalen and Knutsen (1987) and those of Engås et al. (1996).
11
In the water depths in question, the “dead zone” has a depth equivalent to half of the pulse length of the
sounder’s emissions. With a pulse length of one millisecond, the zone would be 0.75 m deep or barely
sufficient to contain a large cod. The pulse lengths used in Dalen and Knutsen’s (1987) work have not
been published.
12
Davis and Thomson (1999) imply that there was a plurality of “pre-shooting trawls” but Dalen and
Knutsen (1987) are quite specific. They only made three trawls, of which only one was ahead of the
seismic work.
13
Engås et al. (1993b) suggested that there were too few fish in Dalen’s study area for firm conclusions to
be drawn. They do not, however, provide any foundation for that claim and it is not clear whether their
doubts related to low and variable trawl catches, to low echo strengths in the acoustic surveys or both.
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Dalen & Knutsen (1987) did not give a complete report on the results of this work but it
appears that both demersal and blue whiting echo strengths were reduced within the
seismic-survey area. In the case of blue whiting (for which charts of echo strength were
published), however, the full pre-survey abundance was maintained only a few
kilometres outside the survey block. Moreover, the zero-echo contour ran through the
western edge of the block and not far outside its southern limit in the pre-shooting fish
survey. Its location did not appreciably change thereafter. The supposed effect of the
seismic work was only a drop from “20” relative units of echo strength in the
northwestern corner of the block to “5” such units by the end of the shooting – a small
enough shift. Thus, in so far as anything can be deduced from the available data, it would
appear that blue whiting were displaced by the seismic shooting but that they moved only
a few kilometres.
Comparisons of Commercial Catch Rates
The next project in the Norwegian series involved the examination of fishermen’s catch
records, perhaps ones selected by fishermen who felt that they had been disadvantaged by
seismic surveys (though the basis for the choice of records is not explained in the
published reports)14. The first group examined comprised the logbooks of four groundfish
longliners which chanced to be fishing near a seismic survey off Finnmark. One showed
a pronounced north-south grade in catch rate, with average catches per unit of gear of
around 250 kg near the seismic vessel but around 1200 kg some 15 km away. A second
boat had set its hooks spanning across the survey area and took about 500 kg on the
strings in that area, in contrast to the 1200 kg about 5 km away. The other two longliners
provided “before and after” data, rather than information on catches arranged spatially
relative to the seismic survey. Each found that its catch rate dropped nearly 50% when
the seismic shooting began (Løkkeborg 1991; Løkkeborg & Soldal 1993).
In an extension of that study, the catch records of two shrimp trawlers and a group of six
pollock draggers which each happened to fish near different seismic surveys were
examined. Both shrimp trawlers saw marked reductions in cod bycatches (79% and 83%
reductions respectively) when the seismic shooting began, One of them, which remained
in the area long enough, saw a return to pre-shooting levels about a day after the seismic
work ended (Løkkeborg & Soldal 1993). The bycatch of Greenland halibut15 by these
trawlers was unchanged while the shrimp catch rate increased 60% in one case and was
unchanged in the other (Soldal & Løkkeborg 1993)16.
The pollock fleet saw a 33% reduction in catches of its target species for two days
(Soldal & Løkkeborg 1993). However, it also benefited from a significant increase (to
about 500% of pre-shooting levels) in cod bycatch when the shooting started, followed
by a return to normal levels within about 12 hours (Løkkeborg & Soldal 1993). In this
14

Davis et al.’s (1998) account of this work relied on a second-hand account in an unpublished
contractor’s report. It contains a number of minor errors.
15
“Turbot” to the Canadian fishing industry.
16
Soldal and Løkkeborg’s (1993) report is published in Norwegian. The conclusions drawn from it here
are based on its English summary only.
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case, the seismic shooting only lasted 9 hours, due to bad weather. Løkkeborg and Soldal
(1993) suggested that that was long enough to drive the cod outwards and downwards,
away from the air guns and into the path of the nets, but not long enough to move the fish
entirely out of the area.
At first sight, these results seem to confirm Norwegian fishermen’s repeated claims that
seismic surveys significantly affect their catch rates. However, Løkkeborg (1991),
Løkkeborg and Soldal (1993) and Soldal and Løkkeborg (1993) only looked at a very
small number of selected catch records. It is possible that an equal number could be
found showing substantial increases in catch rates near seismic shooting [as indeed the
pollock fleet’s bycatch records did indicate in Løkkeborg and Soldal’s (1993) work],
while yet other fishing operations likely found no detectable effect at all. Either the
apparent effects or their perceived absence could readily be explained away by gradients
in the natural environment near seismic surveys, coupled with variability in fishing
success. That is not to say that seismic surveys do, or do not, adversely affect fishing
success but only that demonstrating such effects requires much more than a brief
examination of selected commercial data. It needs a properly designed and carefully
executed experiment.
What these examinations of commercial catch data did do was to confirm and extend the
results of other studies. The 50% reduction in longline catch rates seen with Californian
rockfish (Skalski et al. 1992) was duplicated with groundfish longlines set off Finnmark.
Otter trawl catch rates also showed pronounced effects for some species, with substantial
reductions in most cases, no change in species in lack gas-filled swim bladders and, in
two cases, substantial increases. One of those concerned shrimp, which may have had a
behavioural change when its predator, cod, departed. The other, a major increase in cod
bycatch, while anomalous at first sight, is fully consistent with Dalen and Knutsen’s
(1987) and Engås et al.’s (1996) results if it is supposed, following Løkkeborg and Soldal
(1993), to be a transient result of the movement of the fish away from the seismic
vessel’s air guns.
Barents Sea Experiment 1992
A first, and to date only, approach to the experiment that is required to confirm the
conclusions of earlier studies was undertaken in 1992. That work has been fully
documented in a technical report (Engås et al. 1993a, b)17 and a final paper (Engås et al.
1996), while some of the data collected has been additionally analyzed for another study
(Engås et al. 1993c). The experiment involved a combination of acoustic fish surveys, 94
randomly-located trawl tows, targeted otter trawling (185 tows) and groundfish
longlining (131 sets) over an extensive area (some 75 km in diameter18) in the Barents
17

Engås et al. (1993a) is the original Norwegian report. Engås et al. (1993b) appears to be a complete
English translation, with neither additions to nor deletions from the original material. Only the latter has
been used here.
18
Davis et al. (1998) incorrectly stated that Engås et al.’s (1993b, 1996) fish-survey area extended 18 km
beyond their seismic-survey area. The correct figure is 18 nautical miles or about 35 km. Davis and
Thomson (1999) did not state a specific distance but did give the size of the study area as 74 km across.
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Sea for seven days prior to, five days during and five days after a 3-D seismic survey of a
6 by 20 km area located at the centre of the study site. The seismic array used, with a
total of 18 air guns, had a source level of 253 dB re 1 µPa0-P at 1 m. The site itself was
250 to 280 metres deep. Most of the groundfish present were cod, with much of the rest
being haddock.
The acoustic surveys showed groundfish fairly evenly spread across the area before the
shooting started. The average echo strength then dropped by 45% once the seismic
survey began. More suprizingly, averaged over time and space, it dropped further (down
by 64% from pre-shooting levels) after the seismic work was finished. During the
shooting, the decrease was most pronounced within 10 km of the seismic survey, though
it was prominent throughout the study area, Following the cessation of the seismic work,
densities were about equal at all distances from the centre of the area. The initial drop in
acoustic records of biomass was almost immediate, with echo strengths dropping some
50% between the day preceding seismic shooting and the first day of that work. There
was then a further gradual decline which reached its lowest point on the day following
the end of shooting. There was no recovery over the following few days. Thus, the lower
levels after the seismic survey ended represent a failure of the fish to return following
this gradual decline, rather than continued movement out of the study area.
During the shooting, there was a pronounced drop in groundfish abundance specifically
in the area around the seismic vessel but the low echo strengths afterwards were
accompanied by a smoothing-out of fish densities across the study area. When the
acoustic fish surveys began, a high proportion of the groundfish were off-bottom. By the
end of the work, the proportion on-bottom had increased but it remained a minority of the
detected echoes, which suggests that the fish had not simply dived for the bottom, with
the “missing” biomass being in the dead zone.
Large fish, both cod and haddock, showed more response to the shooting than smaller
ones did, probably because the big fish are able to swim faster and further rather than as a
result of any greater sensitivity to sound. This shift in fish-size distributions complicates
interpretation of the integrated echo strengths. However, after some calculation, Engås et
al. (1993b) estimated that the biomass of cod in the study area dropped from 33,000 tons
before shooting to an average of 16,500 while the seismic vessel was active and then to
9,700 following the end of the shooting. For haddock, the corresponding figures were
6,000, 3,200 and 3,100 tons respectively.
Otter trawl catches were significantly reduced during the seismic survey, with catch rates
of cod in the shooting area depressed by 69% and those outside by 45 to 50% (depending
on distance from the air guns). Haddock catch rates similarly fell by 68% inside and 56 to
71% outside the shooting area. The trawl catch rates did not recover in the five days
following the seismic work. For longline fishing, the equivalent reductions in cod catch
rates were 45% and 16 to 25%. Haddock catch rates dropped 67% inside the shooting
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area and 50% overall. The only sign of an increase after the cessation of shooting was in
cod longline catch rates19.
Little can be learnt from the catch in a single trawl tow but, for what it is worth, the first
haul taken after seismic shooting started found a reduction in catch rate of more than
50% close to the seismic vessel. The equivalent drop was not detected at a range of about
5 km until over 10 hours after the shooting began. (There was even a slight increase in
catches at that distance at first, perhaps indicating that a wave of fish was moving out
from the centre of the study area. It is exceedingly unlikely, however, that such an
increase would prove statistically significant.)
All of these changes happened so abruptly following the start of seismic shooting that
there can be little reasonable doubt that it was air-gun sound which caused the fish to
move. Had that movement only extended some 10 or 20 km and then been followed by a
return, the relationship to the seismic survey would have been more certain. As it was,
the fish moved so far and stayed away so long that questions must be raised about
whether their movements were simply avoidance of the air guns or whether that
disturbance induced them to continue with a seasonal migration that was carrying them
across the study area; essentially triggering a movement that they would in any case have
made soon. (Arcto-Norwegian cod spawn in the Vestfjord, along the western coast of
Norway, and migrate to the Barents Sea annually to feed. Those in the survey area were
not, however, actively feeding.) That being said, this experiment did confirm that a 3-D
seismic survey can cause an immediate reduction in commercial catch rates in its vicinity
of substantially more than 50%, while having lesser effects extending at least 20 km
away and perhaps further – the outer limit of the effect not being detected by this
experiment.
These results differ from Dalen and Knutsen’s (1987) for blue whiting, which similarly
left the area of seismic shooting but remained at high density only a few kilometres away.
That could be an inter-specific difference in behaviour or it could be a simpler matter: the
blue whiting may have had good reason (such as abundant food) to remain as near to
where they wanted to be as the seismic noise would allow, whereas the cod and haddock
in the Barents Sea may have found little especially attractive about Engås et al.’s (1996)
study site, such that they moved fast and far under the stimulus of acoustic disturbance.
Dalen and Knutsen’s (1987) results for demersal fish have not been published in any
detail20, while their conclusions concerning those fish were based on the dubious
assumption that the cod had simply dived into the “dead zone”. Thus, there is little to be
19

Surprizingly, catch rates of Greenland halibut also decreased markedly, showing a generally similar
pattern to those of cod and haddock (Engås et al. 1993b). No other species was caught in sufficient
quantities for such changes to be detectable.
20
Davis et al. (1998) implied that only blue whiting migrated out of the seismic-survey area which Dalen
and Knutsen (1987) studied and indeed emphasize the point as a distinction between the 1984 and 1992
projects. In reality, the latter authors only presented relevant information pertaining to that one species.
They do not appear to have gathered data that would show how far cod and haddock may have moved –
nor any that would show how little they responded to the air-gun sound.
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gained by comparing the conclusions drawn from the two studies. Engås et al. (1993b)
did do so, however, though with reference to the full, unpublished report on the earlier
work. They point out that, if the cod in the Barents Sea had sought the bottom so closely
as to lie in the “dead zone”, there should have been more of them in near-bottom layers
than in the off-bottom ones. That was not seen. Also, such fish should have been readily
available to otter trawling but not to longlining (since fish cowering in the “dead zone”
would be unlikely to feed and thus would not take baits). That was not seen either. Engås
et al. (1993b) could also have pointed out that Dalen and Knutsen’s (1987) “dead zone”
hypothesis was always improbable and almost unsupported by field data.
Other Sources
One other published comment on the behavioural impacts of air guns that has received
some attention is a brief report by Chapman and Hawkins (1969)21. Their paper deals
with the role of sound in the functioning of fishing gear but, in documenting their claim
that many fish dive in response to threatening stimuli such as those created by trawlers,
they recount personal observations made when at anchor in a Scottish sea loch. Their
echo sounder detected a layer of fish at 30 to 60 metres depth which appeared to be
whiting (Merlangius merlangus – another mid-water relative of the cod). When an air
gun was fired, the fish dived below 60 metres and formed a more compact school, much
as expected. After an hour of intermittent shooting, the fish reacted less strongly than at
first, though they still responded when the gun was fired again after a few minutes of
quiet. Davis et al. (1998) estimated that the intensity of the air gun’s sound at the depth
the fish dived below, when first subjected to this experiment, was about 185 dB re 1 µPa.
Amidst the assorted unpublished contractor reports dealing with the behavioural effects
of seismic surveys, that by Turnpenny and Nedwell requires some mention here since it
was relied upon in Davis et al.’s (1998) discussion. It was prepared for the UK Offshore
Operators Association, which does not routinely distribute reports that it has contracted
for. Thus, I have not seen the original and must here rely on Davis et al.’s (1998)
comments. Turnpenny and Nedwell evidently reviewed some of the Norwegian work but
they also reported on a study of the impacts of seismic shooting on an inshore bass
fishery (presumably a sport fishery). Apparently, there was no reduction in bass catch
during the period of the shooting and a tagging study showed no migration out of the
area, which would suggest that the seismic survey produced negligible impacts.
The behaviour of bass in coastal waters clearly has little direct relevance to that of
groundfish on Georges Bank but it is far from sure that Turnpenny and Nedwell’s results
have much to say about the effects of seismic surveys on bass and the bass fishery either.
Catches, as distinct from catch rates, are primarily determined by the level of fishing
effort, while they are also influenced by season, weather and other factors. It requires a
carefully-designed experiment to detect the effect of one particular factor, not simply a
21

Davis et al. (1998) stated that this is the only study to have addressed habituation to air-gun sound and
one of only two to have followed the behaviour of individual schools. Those comments appear to give
Chapman and Hawkins’ (1969) anecdotal observations a good deal more importance than they merit.
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review of recreational catch data. Furthermore, tagging is a crude instrument, requiring
very large numbers of tags (in the hundreds of thousands) to detect fine details of fish
movements. Analysis of tag recovery data must also be done with great care to avoid
introducing artifacts. For Turnpenny and Nedwell’s purpose, it would have been
necessary to show not that bass move nor that they move tens of kilometres but
specifically that, when exposed to the disturbance of a seismic survey, they move further
than they otherwise would have done. To establish that, with statistical validity, through
a tagging study would be exceptionally difficult. Maybe those difficulties were overcome
but the “no migration” conclusion cannot be accepted until the evidence for it has been
carefully and thoroughly examined – which requires that a comprehensive report be made
available for scrutiny.
Subsequently, in his verbal remarks before the Review Panel, Dr. Davis has introduced a
study by Wardle and Carter (the senior author presumably being C.S. Wardle, a noted
British specialist on fish behaviour in relation to fishing gear). This study appears to be
so recent that it was not cited in Davis and Thomson (1999) written submission and so
there has been no opportunity to search for a report on it. From Dr. Davis’ description, it
appeared to be based on highly detailed observations of fish behaviour on a Scottish reef
when air guns were firing nearby. (Dr. Davis gave no indication of the number of air
guns, their distance from the reef nor the sound intensities experienced by the observed
fish.) Apparently, Wardle and Carter remarked on the lack of avoidance movements by
the fish on the reef during the shooting. When a report is eventually published, if one is,
this study could prove to be the next important contribution to our knowledge of the
behavioural impacts of seismic surveys. In the interim, one can only note that many reefdwelling fish (such as the Labrid wrasses that are common in such habitats on the British
coasts) are territorial and might be expected to be unwilling to leave their territories
unless subjected to extreme threats. The only species that Dr. Davis specifically named
was “pollack”, which was almost certainly a reference to the European pollack,
Pollachius pollachius, rather than Canadian pollock, Pollachius virens, which is known
as “saithe” or “coalfish” in Britain. P. virens is a particularly-mobile, fast-swimming
member of the cod family (the Gadidae) which might reasonably be expected to move
with less provocation than the more bottom-oriented cod and haddock. P. pollachius, in
contrast, tends to be solitary and territorial on shallow reefs, at least when young (though
at larger sizes than the P. virens seen inshore in Atlantic Canada as “harbour pollock”).
The lack of movement of such a fish on a Scottish reef, when exposed to an unspecified
level of air-gun sound, cannot be given much credence as an indicator of the behaviour of
cod and haddock on Georges Bank when a study of those actual species in an offshore
area of the Barents Sea is available,
Summary
Not much of great certainty can be drawn from the very limited amount of scientific
information available on the impacts of seismic surveys on fish behaviour. It seems clear
that commercial groundfish catch rates can be severely depressed (to 50% or below their
previous levels) in the immediate vicinity of a survey area and probably out to a few
kilometres distance beyond. Some Sebastinid rockfishes are known to show observable
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changes in behaviour at sound intensities that would be expected a few tens of kilometres
from a seismic shot on the Scotian Shelf and, in the Barents Sea, cod and haddock have
been observed to move that far from a 3-D survey, with marked effects on both longline
and otter trawl catch rates. Other fish (blue whiting in the North Sea for one) seem to
show less-pronounced avoidance movements. Such differences should be expected, when
different species are studied in different areas at different phases of their annual cycles.
All of these results apply to groundfish. It might well be assumed that shellfish would be
less affected, though that cannot be fully certain without experimental confirmation22.
Pelagic fish and the fisheries for them might, in contrast, be expected to be more
impacted than groundfish and groundfish fisheries. Lacking the spatial reference to the
seabed that a cod has (at least through much of their lives), herring, swordfish or tuna
would have less reason to stay in place when subjected to very loud noises. That is
supposition, however, and pelagic fish might not respond so markedly.
The significance of these behavioural changes for the fish themselves is hard to
determine. When cod are searching for food over the broad reaches of the Barents Sea,
they may move far away from a seismic survey precisely because all parts of the seabed
are equally valuable to them. Thus, their movement may not be a great disadvantage to
them. If they were actively feeding on a small area of prime bottom, a substantial
movement could result in a significant loss of feeding opportunities but it is possible that
the fish would sense that loss and thus opt to remain within an acoustic environment that
they found less than pleasant – thus showing far less movement than was seen in Engås et
al.’s (1996) experiment. While nothing can be sure, there is no present evidence that the
behavioural impact of seismic surveys has a major effect on fish feeding, except perhaps
in the immediate vicinity of the survey vessel. Nor, of course, is there any evidence that it
does not.
No study yet seems to have looked at the impacts of seismic-survey disturbance on
spawning behaviour. Cod, and probably many other species, vocalize during their mating
dances. In the case of cod, this communication is apparently critical to the female
winning the male’s tolerance of her incursion into a territory that he aggressively guards
against rivals – at least when observed in large aquaria (Brawn 1961a, b, c). Such
complex behaviour might well be seriously disrupted by loud air-gun sound and, unlike
feeding, successful spawning may well be dependent on access to highly-specific areas,
preventing simple movement away from the disturbance. Conversely, like other animals,
fish experience a very strong imperative to reproduce at the appropriate season and they
might tolerate very loud sounds rather than give up and swim away. Currently, it is
22

Before the Review Panel, Dr. Davis suggested that bottom-living invertebrates would be exposed to
much lower sound intensities than other animals. That is clearly true of the corals and other species far
down the continental slopes. However, on the banks, lobsters and scallops would experience almost
identical sound intensities to those that induced groundfish to swim away. Indeed, air-gun arrays are
designed to project their sound vertically downwards and, across much of Georges Bank, the seabed would
be a mere 100 m (or less) below. Compared to the sound levels experienced by a marine mammal,
observed on the surface a few hundred metres from the seismic vessel, a scallop or lobster under the
vessel’s track would be exposed to exceptionally intense sound pressures.
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entirely unknown whether running a seismic survey over a fish spawning ground would
essentially terminate the stock’s reproduction, would have no effect at all or would exert
some intermediate impact.
Immediate negative effects on fisheries seem more certain. A 50% drop in catch rate will,
in most fisheries, be more than sufficient to move the operation from profit to loss.
Dragger captains, once aware of the poor fishing, are able to haul their gear and try
elsewhere. Most Nova Scotian groundfish longline fishermen, in contrast, have to invest
a great deal of time and money in baiting a set of gear on shore. They then take the baited
tubs to sea and have a single opportunity to set and haul them before returning to
harbour. Depending on the weather and the ground being fished, each boat may only
make one or two trips a week (Kenchington & Halliday 1994). Inadvertently setting
within 5 km of a seismic vessel’s track, or perhaps even within 50 km of a survey area,
could thus result in the loss of half a week’s gross income – a serious blow if it fell in one
of the better weeks of the season.

Implications for Georges Bank
Even if the radius of significant behavioural impact around a seismic survey were 50 km
[as Pearson et al.’s (1992) and Engås et al.’s (1996) results might suggest], rather than
the 5 km effectively confirmed by Dalen & Knutsen (1987) and Skalski et al. (1992), any
effects on the fisheries (if not also those on the fish) of the Scotian Shelf should be
mitigateable. Seismic surveys can only be undertaken in specific areas of geological
interest. However, with some care in scheduling, they can be timed to avoid seasons of
particular importance to the fisheries in those areas, such as periods when fish aggregate
or spawn. If warned in advance, most Scotian Shelf fishermen could move their
operations well away from the seismic shooting without major loss, since the wide sweep
of the Shelf provides alternative banks23.
Georges Bank is different. The Canadian portion is relatively small (only some
7,000 km2) and much less than half of that is prime groundfish bottom. The area that can
be successfully fished in a given week is smaller still and, for much of the season, is
already over-crowded with fishing gear – leaving little or no opportunity for fishing
vessels and their gear to squeeze into a smaller space while a seismic vessel undertakes
its survey. Meanwhile, a single seismic vessel running a 3-D survey with 400 metres
between survey lines could cover 3,000 km2 in a 100-day survey24. Thus, the entire area
of exploitable concentrations of cod and haddock (on the Canadian side of the ICJ Line)
could be swept by one survey – which all, including Davis and Thomson (1999) are
agreed would cause marked behavioural effects in the area under and between the survey
lines. Moreover, the bank is only about 100 km across in the Canadian zone, with its
eastern end being about that distance from the international border (the “ICJ Line”).
Thus, a seismic vessel running a survey of a single block, 30 by 30 km, in the centre of
the area would subject the whole of Canada’s portion of Georges to the same impact that
23
24

Though not for small-boat fishermen who are unable to steam so far from their home harbours.
Assuming a speed of 5 knots and 35% of each day spent actively shooting: Davis et al. 1998.
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Engås et al. (1996) applied to their study area, which likewise extended some 35 km from
their seismic block – an impact that reduced catch rates of cod and haddock, the two
principal groundfish resources on Georges, by about half for the duration of the seismic
shooting and an unknown period beyond.
In short, any major seismic survey on Georges would, almost without doubt, have
significant behavioural effects over a large part of the Bank, leaving fishermen nowhere
to go. If Engås et al.’s (1996) work gives a fair indication of impacts on cod and
haddock, and it is the only properly-designed study of seismic impacts on the behaviour
of those species yet undertaken, even most local and minor seismic surveys would have
very substantial effects on the catch rates of those two species. Fisheries for other types
(yellowtail flounder, scallops, lobsters, herring etc.) might be less affected but that cannot
be sure.
It is emphasized above that fish can only respond to seismic disturbance within the
envelope of their behavioural repertoire. If Georges was an isolated bank surrounded by
deep ocean, cod and haddock might not move when the shooting started because they
would be reluctant to head out into deep water. However, while Canadian fishermen
would have nowhere to move to if a seismic survey depressed catch rates across the
eastern end of Georges, the same is not true for the groundfish. The ICJ Line would
prevent Canadian fishermen from heading westwards into quieter areas, away from the
seismic vessel, but Canada’s fish would be free to swim into the waters protected by the
U.S. drilling moratorium.
There are lengthy periods when Georges is closed to groundfish fishing but that closure
was designed, in part, because it covers the major spawning time for cod and haddock
(Halliday 1988). Conducting seismic surveys during that critical time for these depleted
resources requires a presumption (in the face of a complete lack of evidence) of the
absence of any behavioural suppression of reproductive success by seismic disturbance.
Such a presumption would not be consistent with the Precautionary Approach required
by the Oceans Act, particularly given what little we know of cod mating behaviour
(Brawn 1961 a, b, c). Moreover, other fisheries are active when the groundfish ones are
closed, while other species spawn when the groundfish fishery is open. In short, and in
marked contrast to the area around Sable Island, the concentration of so many resources
and so many fisheries (each with its own seasonal cycle) in such a small space makes
mitigation through scheduling of a seismic survey impossible.

Conclusion
To remove the present moratorium on petroleum activity on and around Georges Bank is
to invite the international oil industry to undertake seismic surveys on what are now the
Moratorium Lands. Although those surveys would need to pass a CNSOPB screening,
following assessment of particular proposals, the industry cannot proceed to exploration
drilling, let alone development, without extensive seismic work. There is simply no value
in lifting the moratorium unless those surveys are deemed acceptable – in general, if not
always in the particular. Nor can the Bank be surveyed just once, with the data obtained
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being then sufficient. Rather, high-precision, intensive seismic surveys would be an ongoing feature of petroleum exploration and development.
Unless some radically new, and presently unknown, technology is developed in the
future, those surveys would be conducted by blasting very loud noises through the water
– and through some kilometres of bedrock beneath the seabed. From the recent research
off California and, even more, that off Norway, it is now clear that such sound would
have severe effects on catch rates in the immediate vicinity of the seismic vessel,
extending at least a few kilometres around the survey operation. Under some
circumstances, it seems that cod and haddock catch rates can be seriously depressed even
tens of kilometres away. Whether or not the feeding and reproduction of the fish would
be significantly affected is unclear at present but such effects, particularly a disturbance
of spawning, are realistic possibilities that cannot simply be dismissed from
consideration.
The area of Georges Bank and the Moratorium Lands generally, although highly
productive, is relatively small. There is no room on the Bank for fishing activity to be
displaced to make room for a seismic survey and indeed not room enough to
accommodate the entire zone of influence of a survey if that should prove as extensive as
was seen in the Barents Sea. The use made of the Moratorium Lands off the Bank itself is
little less intensive. There is no time of year when a seismic survey could be conducted
without overlapping with either a major fishery or the spawning period of a major fishery
resource. In short, even the expected impacts on the fisheries of a seismic survey program
on the Moratorium Lands, those documented by the least alarming published studies (e.g.
Skalski et al. 1992; Dalen & Knutsen 1987), would be “moderate” and “local” by Davis
et al.’s (1998) definitions [accepted for this purpose by the CNSOPB] and thus highly
“significant”.
Georges Bank and the surrounding waters are, however, more than just another offshore
area. The Moratorium Lands are overlain by the single most productive sea area left in
the northwest Atlantic and arguably the most naturally-productive there has ever been in
the region. It is an area of global significance not only for its fisheries but also for the
rich non-commercial marine life, not least the exceptionally-important right whale
population. In such an area, it would be appropriate to apply the Precautionary Approach
to the fullest extent and thus to evaluate the impacts of seismic surveys not simply in
terms of solidly-proven effects but also of those little more than indicated.
The only research that has yet made a serious attempt to describe such impacts on cod
and haddock, the most valuable finfish resources on Georges Bank, is the 1992
Norwegian experiment in the Barents Sea. While its conclusions are not beyond question,
particularly with regard to their applicability to Georges25, it would behove us to assume
that the effects of a seismic survey in the latter area would be at least comparable to those
observed off Norway. Likewise, it would be appropriate to consider that such major
displacements of the fish, amounting to 30 km or more, would have substantial negative
25

Not least because the properties of sound transmission on the Bank are not well known.
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effects on their feeding, growth or reproduction. Under such assumptions, the impacts
would have to be classed as “major” and “regional” by Davis et al’s (1998) scheme.
Without scope for effective mitigation, such impacts are simply not acceptable.
Seismic surveys, with any known technology, on the Moratorium Lands should therefore
be rejected, which would necessarily involve rejection of all other petroleum activity for
the foreseeable future. Thus, the moratorium should be extended and should go on being
extended at least until further research can show that available survey technology would
not have significant negative impacts on the fisheries, fish resources and non-resource
marine life of Georges Bank and surrounding areas.
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Appendix: Extent of Lethal Impacts
Davis and Thomson (1999) suggest that a seismic survey would only insonify about 1%
of the volume of water in the survey area with intensities sufficient to kill fish larvae,
while less than 1% of the larvae in that area would be killed because not all are
concentrated in surface waters throughout the day. Both of these estimates merit closer
examination.
The first, dealing with the volume insonified, was drawn directly from Davis et al.’s
(1998) assessment of seismic surveys on the Scotian Shelf. It was originally based on the
assumption that fish eggs and larvae could be fatally damaged if they were within 1.5 to
3 m below an air gun, or as much as 5.5 m below a sub-array, at the moment of shooting.
For the proposed array used in Davis et al.’s (1998) assessment (apparently containing 30
to 40 air guns) the volume of water lethally insonified was estimated at 1,965 m3 per
shot. [That volume corresponds to 17.4 spheres of 3 m radius each, suggesting that the
estimate is not unreasonable for a typical air-gun array, which does not emit sphericallysymmetrical sound around each gun and which produces over-lapping zones of intense
sound from some of its guns.] Davis et al. (1998) then proceeded to assume that one shot
is fired every 12 seconds during 35% of a 150 day survey (allowing for down-time, time
to turn the ship between survey lines and so on), producing an estimated total lethallyinsonified volume of “743 km3” –actually 0.743 km3– from such a survey. [They made
no allowance for the overlap between the volume so insonified in one shot and that in the
next, although seismic vessels only advance some 25 m between shots, while air-gun
arrays are typically substantially longer than that. Thus, the actually volume lethallyinsonified may be smaller than even the corrected estimate.]
Davis et al. (1998) compared their estimated lethally-insonified volume to the volume of
water in the survey area, assuming an average depth of 50 m. For the particular 1998
survey being assessed, they calculated that volume at 63,500 km3. That was an error. The
surface area covered by those surveys, as proposed, was about 1,150 km2 (Davis et al.
1998, Figure 25) and thus the seawater volume approximately 60 km3. [While one cannot
be certain, it appears that Davis et al. (1998) inadvertently applied a depth of 50 km,
rather than 50 m, in their calculation.] The correct value is probably 63.5 km3. Davis et
al. (1998) achieved their 1% estimate by comparing the “743 km3” volume insonified to
the supposed “63,500 km3” affected. Correcting the two computational errors would
produce the same result.
However, covering a 1,150 km2 survey area with the 400 m line spacing that Davis et al.
(1998) assumed requires approximately 2875 km of line (depending on the exact shape of
the area surveyed). At 10 km per hour, while using 35% of the day for effective shooting
(cf. Davis et al. 1998), such a line length needs only some 34 days of ship time, not 150.
Naturally, if the remainder of the time were used to run a further survey perpendicular to
the first, to reduce the line spacing or to repeat some lines (after the water and its burden
of fish larvae had drifted relative to the seabed), the percentage insonified would rise –
potentially to about 5%.
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Furthermore, Davis et al. (1998) essentially assumed that the fish eggs and larvae of each
fish species that classed as a Valued Ecosystem Component (VEC) are evenly distributed
in the top 50 m of the water column, such that lethal-insonification of 1% of the water
volume would kill 1% of the eggs and larvae. Davis and Thomson (1999) have since
argued that the mortality rate would be lower “because not all species of fish larvae are
concentrated in surface waters at all times of the day”. Environmental assessment is
required to examine each VEC individually, not a group collectively, and thus the focus
should be on the vertical distributions of each fish species. Over the Moratorium Lands,
rather few fish larvae, and fewer eggs, will be found below 50 m depth. Some species at
some times will aggregate into quite narrow depth ranges. A “worst case” scenario might
see the larvae of one species concentrated into a 10 metre-deep layer, centred on the
depth of the air-gun array – though only at night, since few species would concentrate so
close to the surface by day. That would increase the mortality rate to 2.5 times the
proportion of the water volume lethally insonified26. In theory, a seismic survey could
therefore kill up to 12% of the young of a particular spawning unit.
On Sable Island Bank, the situation is not as serious as that estimate might suggest since
the relevant surface area for assessing environmental impact is not that of the seismic
survey, as Davis et al.’s (1998) estimations assumed, but that of the larval patch of the
species affected – or more strictly the area of that part of the patch which (in the absence
of the survey) would contribute to future recruitment of the population units (“substocks”) affected. In most cases on the Scotian Shelf, that patch would extend beyond the
survey area. The same will not always be true on the more restricted space of Georges
Bank, unless it is assumed that the Canadian grounds receive recruitment from larvae
which, during the seismic work, are safely on the U.S. side of the ICJ Line. Potentially, a
major seismic survey could result in a significant loss of planktonic eggs and larvae of
some species.

26

Concerns have been raised, within the CNSOPB process, that fish larvae can concentrate, horizontally,
such that lethally insonifying 1% of a water volume could kill far more than 1% of the larvae of a
particular species if the seismic survey and the larval patch coincided in space. While that is true in the
broad sense, Davis et al.’s (1998) 1% estimate applies only to 3-D seismic surveys with very close line
spacing and only to the volume within the surveyed area. For larvae within that area to experience death
rates substantially higher than the percentage of lethally-insonified volume would require them not only to
aggregate over scales of tens of metres (which they probably do) but also to have those aggregations
regularly spaced at a similar interval to the survey lines. While not impossible, that is grossly improbable.
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